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Conte
extualiising Perform
mance A
Audit
prior to intro
oducing the
e subject of performanc
ce auditing that it
It is important that p
ctly contexttualised in relation to its integraation with other
o
auditss. The
be correc
various ty
ypes of auditting may intter alia be ca
ategorised aas follows:

Financial Auditing
The assesssment of wh
hether the financial state
ements of ann entity fairly
y present its
financial position
p
at a g
given point in time. To ac
chieve this o
opinion, the entity’s
e
acco
ounting
and financ
cial managem
ment system
ms are interro
ogated and aassessed aga
ainst
predeterm
mined standaards.

Complian
nce Auditin
ng
The proce
ess of determ
mining wheth
her a process or transacttion execute
ed by an entitty has
met the ap
pplicable leg
gislative and//or regulatorry guideliness that are app
plicable to th
he
entity.

Audit of Predeterm
P
mined Objec
ctives
The proce
ess of determ
mining wheth
her reliance in
i all materiaal aspects wh
hen measure
ed
against a set
s of predettermined criteria can be placed on thhe reported performance
p
e
against prredetermine d objectivess in the annua
al performannce report off an entity.

Informattion System
ms Auditing
g
The assesssment of wh
hether inform
mation techn
nology invesstments mad
de by an entity
have contributed to th
he reduction
n of costs, en
nhanced servvice delivery and the quality of
informatio
on being pro duced.

Forensic Auditing
An examination and evaaluation of an
n entity’s fina
ancial informaation and acc
counting
procedure
es to collect eevidence for the
t prosecution or investiigation of fina
ancial crimess such
as theft an
nd fraud. Foreensic audits may
m be condu
ucted to deteermine if wron
ngdoing occu
urred,
or to gathe
er evidence fo
for the case against an alle
eged criminal .

c
se performaance auditing within the
e audit
Now that we have beeen able to contextualis
matrix, we
e will attemp
pt to provid
de more con
ntext to perfformance au
uditing, defining it
in more detail,
d
intro
oducing the standards against whhich perform
mance auditting is
conducted and a br ief chronolo
ogy on how
w the perfo
ormance au
uditing proccess is
applied.
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Defin
nition o
of Perfo
ormanc
ce Aud
diting
Performance auditing
g may thus be defined as an indeppendent au
uditing proce
ess to
evaluate the
t measurres institute
ed by management to ensure tha
at resourcess have
been proc
cured econo
omically and
d are used effficiently andd effectively
y.
ctive of perfo
formance au
uditing includ
des the follo
owing three assertions::
The objec
The perform
mance in rela
ation to
achievem
ment of the policy
p
objectives, ooperational goals
g
and
other inte nded effectss of the
auddited entity
The
T utilisation
n of human,
financ
cial and otherr resources and
a
th
he optimum rrelationship
betw
ween the outtput of goodss,
services or other results and the
urces used to
o produce the
em
resou

The acquisition of resou
urces in
the right quantity, of th
he right
me and
quality, att the right tim
place at the lowest possiible cost

The main objective o f performan
nce auditing
g is to promo
ote constructive econo
omical,
effective and efficieent govern
nance. It allso contrib utes to ac
ccountability
y and
transpare
ity by asssisting thosse charged
ency and p
promotes accountabil
a
d with
governance and oveersight resp
ponsibilities to improvee performance. It prom
motes
transpare
ency by affo
ording identtified stakeh
holders an innsight into the manage
ement
and outco
omes of di fferent activities. It th
hus serves as a basis for learnin
ng and
identifying potential iimprovements for the entity
e
beingg audited.

Perfo
ormancce Audit Standards
Performa
ance auditts are bbenchmarke
ed againstt the
International Standa
ards and G
Guidelines of
o Supreme Audit
Institutio
ons (ISSAI), which are issued by the Internaational
Organisa
ation of Sup
preme Auditt Institution
ns (INTOSAII). The
following
g standards
s and guidaance are no
ormally com
mplied
with in co
onducting a performancce audit:
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•

ISSA
AI 300 – Fun
ndamental Principles
P
of
o Performannce Auditin
ng

•

ISSA
AI 3000 – Sttandards fo
or Performance Auditinng

•

ISSA
AI 3100 – Ceentral Conccepts for Pe
erformance Auditing
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ISSAI 300
Provides the framework, the general principles and an overview of the nature and
the elements for performance audits. It is used as the basis from which to develop
performance audit standards.

ISSAI 3000
Provides the features and principles of performance auditing and a basis for good
performance audit practices; 1.2 states that “performance auditing is not overly

subject to specific requirements and expectations. While financial auditing tends to
apply relatively fixed standards, performance auditing is more flexible in its choice of
subjects, audit objects, methods, and opinions. Performance auditing is not a
regular audit with formalised opinions. It is an independent examination made on a
non-recurring basis. It is by nature wide ranging and open to interpretations. It must
have at its disposal a wide selection of investigative and evaluative methods and
operate from a quite different knowledge base to that of traditional auditing. It is
not a checklist-based form of auditing.”

ISSAI 3100
Provides the guidelines which outline a common understanding of what defines high
quality work in performance auditing.

The Performance Audit Process
When preparing to conduct a performance audit, the following broad processes are
generally applied to ensure that the standards as mentioned above are achieved.
Most audit types, including performance auditing, comprise of three main phases:

Planning

Execution

Reporting
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Planning Phase
The starting point in the performance audit strategic planning process is deciding
what to audit from a myriad of possible activities occurring within an entity.
Performance auditing should be directed toward areas where an independent audit
may support the oversight function in promoting accountability, economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources at its disposal.
In determining possible areas for audit, general criterion can be used to provide
guidance for areas to be focussed on in selecting an area to be audited. This
criterion may be inter alia broadly described as follows:
•

Added value – where the subject has not been covered previously or in earlier
audits, the greater the chance of the audit subject adding value to the entity;

•

Important problems or known problem areas – the greater the risk of
consequences in terms of economy, efficiency and effectiveness the more
important the problems tend to be;

•

Risk or uncertainty – the financial or budgetary amounts involved are
substantial, areas which are traditionally prone to risk such as for example
procurement, new or urgent activities, management structures are complex,
no reliable and updated information, etc.

Once the strategic planning process has been completed, it is important that an
annual plan be compiled for performance audit activities to be carried out during a
financial year.

Audit Considerations for the Planning of a Performance Audit
•

Identification of important aspects of the environment in which the entity
operates

•

Developing an understanding of the accountability relationships

•

Specifying the audit objectives and the tests necessary to meet them

•

Identifying key management systems and controls and carrying out a
preliminary assessment to identify both strengths and weaknesses

•

Determining the materiality (both quantitative and qualitative) of matters
to be considered

•

Assessing the extent of reliance that might be placed on other auditors, for
example internal auditors
Determining the most efficient and effective audit approach

•
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Planning Steps Included in the Audit
•

Collect information about entity and its organisation

•

Define the objectives and scope of the audit

•

Undertake a preliminary analysis to determine the approach to be adopted
and the nature and extent of enquiries to be undertaken at a later stage

•

Highlight special problems anticipated during the planning of the audit

•

Familiarise the entity with the scope, objectives and assessment criteria of
the audit and where necessary discuss it with them
Assess compliance with applicable laws and regulations when necessary to
satisfy the audit objectives

•

Planning Procedures
•

Obtain sound understanding and knowledge of the business;

•

Identify symptoms

•

Select a potential focus area

•

Motivate the potential focus area

•

Prepare an audit planning memorandum

•

Prepare audit questions

•

Prepare audit criteria

The planning phase of a performance audit is critical to its success and at least
40 to 45% of the audit time should be spent on this phase.

Execution Phase
During the execution phase, the auditor designs tests and procedures to obtain
evidence in the most cost-effective manner. Information is gathered, evaluated for
its appropriateness and it is then determined whether it is sufficient to support
observations about the entity’s performance.

Execution Phase Activities
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•

Design audit procedures and tests

•

Carry out audit procedures and tests (audit evidence)

•

Analyse the evidence and draw conclusions – evaluate actual performance
against the audit criteria that were developed

•

Evaluate the existence of sufficient and appropriate evidence

•

Develop audit findings, causes and effects
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The execution phase of a performance audit should not exceed 30% of the
total audit time spent on the audit.

Reporting Phase
A written report should be prepared at the end of each audit; its content should be
easy to understand and free from vagueness and ambiguity and include information
which is supported by competent and relevant evidence. Regarding performance
audits, the report should include all significant instances of non-compliance that are
pertinent to the audit objectives.
In order to recognise reasonable user needs, the report may need to have regard to
expanded reporting periods or cycles.
In a performance audit, the auditor reports on economy and efficiency with which
resources are acquired and used, and the effectiveness with which objectives are
met. The report should not concentrate solely on criticism of the past but should be
constructive.
The reporting phase of a performance audit should not exceed 25% of the total
audit time spent on the audit.
In the next publication, we will provide a real-life example of a performance audit
that was conducted by Nexia SAB&T, which will demonstrate how these
concepts were applied

Nexia SAB&T’s Performance Audit Offering
Nexia SAB&T looks forward to assisting you with your performance audit needs. For
more information please do not hesitate to contact us.

Contact Us
Naeem Hassim
naeem.hassim@nexia-sabt.co.za
www.nexia-sabt.co.za
Contact: +27 12 682 8800
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Ndumi Medupe
ndumi@ nexia-sabt.co.za
www.nexia-sabt.co.za
Contact: +27 12 682 8800

